CLOSED VUFOA CASES AS AT FEBRUARY 2ND 2015-02-05

Case
Open
Number Closed
1
Closed

Conclusion
Insufficient data
to reach a result.

2

Closed

Insufficient data
to reach a result.

3

Closed

Celestial Body,
most likely a
comet

Event Date and
Suburb / Town Name
Time
2/10/2011 21:17 Cranbourne North

27/10/2011 0:00 MOORABBIN AIRPORT

24/01/2012 20:15 Cranbourne North

Please include additional information
The object made one change in direction at the start of the sighting. It appeared as
a bright star with no sound, moved gently across the sky before vanishing abruptly.
IMAGES SENT TO ANDREW. SEVERAL OTHER SIGHTINGS SAT 29-10-2011. THESE
ARE HIGH SPEED DISCS OF SOME SORT. PRETTY SURE THEY ARE NOT DUST, BIRDS
OR PLANES OR RUBBISH. HAVE BEEN A TRAINED OBSERVER AND PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHER ALONG WITH PILOT.
Last night (Tues Jan 24, 2012) I had a pretty good sighting, my best one to date
(I've had a couple of minor sightings which Iâ€™ve deduced were satellites, or
similar). I was out the front of my house at about 10:15ish getting something out
of my car, when I looked up and noticed a light moving through the sky. It was
about the size of Venus or Mars in the sky, but was much brighter. It was moving
through the sky at about the same speed as a plane moves through the sky, but I
could distinguish that it wasnâ€™t a plane as it looked to be at a much higher
altitude and didnâ€™t have the accompanying flashing lights usually seen. The
object moved through the sky from south to north for about 20-30 seconds before
reducing in size and brightness on the spot. It was as if the object was moving up
through and out the atmosphere.
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5

Closed

Celestial Body,
most likely a
meteorite

4/03/2012 19:00 Corio

I did see one on March 5th. Channel 9 reported it as a "slow moving meteor" and
their supposed eye witnesses said it was like a red fireball with a huge long tail but
that was not what I saw. I suspect fake eye witness reports? What I saw was a
round / slightly egg or oval shaped bright white light with zero tail. It was moving
very slowly from west to east and I estimate it to have been a mere few hundred
meters above ground. There was no noise or flashing lights to indicate it was a
plane or helicopter. I watched it with my daughter and flat mate for about 10
minutes until it was out of sight. We were so mesmerized that we couldn't take
our eyes off it to go get a camera. Though I wish I did now as it seems no one else
caught it on video either. I have seen other things on occasion which I thought
were ufo's too but nothing as clear to the eye as this was.

6

Closed

Insufficient data
to reach a result.

24/12/2010 0:00 mordialloc

smaller object emerged from inside larger object and made erratic movements
around larger object but did not stray very far from larger object

7

Closed

Insufficient data
to reach a result.

1/05/2012 18:56 Rosebud

Looking out my kitchen window in Rosebud I can see the sky which would be
above bass strait. I noticed a white floating ball. It was just floating in this position
for the longest time. I have seen this a number of times but in different positions in
the sky each night. I have also noticed at night the sound of white noise. It sounds
like a generator running at low frequency. I have asked my neighbours and they
have heard this sound as well. We notice it at night when everything is quiet.
Weird. I have only just moved down to Rosebud in 2010 and wondered if anyone
else has noticed either this object in the sky or experienced this low frequency
sound??

10

Closed

Insufficient data
to reach a result.

20/05/2012 0:57 Geelong/Grovedale

One to west low on horizon. One to East at about 45deg, one to north about
45deg, one to south was brightest low on horizon. Stable lights, different visual
appearance to stars. Light much more defined, through binoculars, cycling through
colours.
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8

Closed

Insufficient data
to reach a result.

27/10/2011 21:03 Carrum

This UFO had a strange glowing goldenish light that seemed to give me a
annoyingly large head ache and it felt like i was drunk or dosed it had red lights
flashing all around it and it seemed to disappear after my Friend Thomas Lowe
could see what i saw but i did not realise that i was out there for 15 minutes or so
steering at nothing and it felt like, only 5 seconds went past.
If anyone has had this happen to them or sighted a object that looks similar to the
description please Message me.
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9

Closed

Suspect this is not
a genuine
submission by the
witness

8/07/2012 18:50 Reservoir

Just looked up, noticed what I though was a planet, thought it might be Jupiter as
you can normally almost see its moons with the naked eye. They usually make
Jupiter look a bit lop-sided, as if its got a short spike out the side of it.
I then noticed that it was moving due North at about the speed of a satellite. This
was brighter than a satellite. My binoculars were 5 seconds away so I grabbed
them to get a closer look.
What I saw in the binoculars were two star like objects, the first one appearing to
follow the second one at a close distance. They did not move with respect to each
other, so they both could have been fixed onto the same object. It was moving at a
steady speed staying on its vector. From the point when I first saw it to the point
where I ran inside it had become dimmer. There were no wing lights, no red or
blue lights, no other colors, no headlights, and no flashing lights.
I looked at it carefully for about 40 seconds to make sure it was not a normal
plane. I live near an airport corridor and see planes every day. If there was an
object attached to the two lights, I could not see it. I then ran through the house to
go out the front to get a continued view. When I got out side I could not find it
again to my disappointment.
In Melbourne it is very cold, so I was lucky to see it considering outside is usually
avoided at this kind of temperature.
When I first saw it, it was about 75 to 80 degrees elevation from the horizon.
It was nearly directly above me.
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11

Closed

Insufficient data
to reach a result.

27/07/2012 4:00 melbourne

recently my girlfirend and I went on a short holiday to to snow at mt.Hotham- on
the way home, i was snapping landscape photos out the car window, as I am a
painter- and take a lot of random reference photo's- anyway, we didn't notice
anything at the time, but this week as i processed them, she noticed an object in
one of the photo's...I checked the rest of the pictures and it's not a spot on the
window or anything explainable, like a refection in the car etc..etc...I sent you the
original, and a close-up and filtered photoshopped image, that shows just how real
this image is, feel free to contact me.

12

Closed

Most likely to be
a satellite

9/09/2012 19:52 armadale

There were 2 of them approx 500m apart and approx 80-100 thousand feet up
south east of armadale.
What my girlfriend and l thought we saw were 2 planets but then they started
moving then quickly dissappeared. They were in formation.
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15

Closed

This is possibly a
chinese lantern or
plastic bag

3/10/2012 17:40 Boronia Heights

This was the report I had submitted yesterday on onlymelbourne.com.au as
follows: Today I had witnessed a broad daylight UFO sighting while trying to coax
my cat inside the house. The cat refused to budge and consequently, I was able to
witness something fantastic.
I had noticed what initially appeared to be a helicopter coming from the north and
so I was waiting to hear the accompanying noise. As the object came closer, I
noticed that there was no distinguishing aircraft characteristics and the strangest
thing of all was the fact that there was no noise. The object moved smoothly and
fast through the sky and also appeared to be shape shifting or rotating as it flew.
The colours were changing between red and black. The object continued along a
strait trajectory heading south and appeared to fly faster than any typical aircraft I
have seen before. Thanks for allowing me to share this exciting story.

18

Closed

Insufficient data
to reach a result.

19

Closed

Insufficient data
to reach a result.

19/09/1989 22:24 mitcham

6/09/2005 7:10 point cook vic

there were two lights siting behind clouds. i waited the clouds moved to show a
three sided pyramid spining. the other one was a up side down cone shaped and
didn't move at all
There were 4 objects dashing erratically all over the area of sky I could see for
about 20 minutes. It was in thick bushland in east Gippsland a long way from any
towns or military bases. I was in the Australian infantry 1967-68 & saw & rode in
helicopters. What I saw was definately not choppers.
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20

Closed

This is remote
controlled model
planes with L.E.D
lights

5/01/2013 12:45 Belmont, Geelong,

To whom it may concern,
Ive written the Geelong advertiser, with no response. I wasnt sure how to report
this, but then found your site. Thankyou so much for being available so I can report
this.

Friday night the 4th January 2013, my family and I witnessed and experienced two
unusal and unidentified objects in the sky moving at rates and in sequences that
seem to be not possible for any object we have seen or experienced before. It was
larger than a star, and was an extremely clear night with glowing moon. When we
were viewing this from our nature strip, this occured to the right of the moon, in
between the Southern Cross star and the Moon. East/South East in the sky.
These objects were incredibly brighter than the brightest star we could see in the
sky.This was seen from Belmont, Geelong.....from about 12.45am till 3.00am.
At about 12.30 am, I was falling asleep. The family were already asleep.
About 10/15 mins after this, I heard my dog buddy in the other room where the
kids were sleeping in the lounge room. A noise like buddy crying, running,
whimpering, eager to get outside in desperation. On previous occasions if he
needed to go toilet he would on a lesser more softer way, cry once or twice, and
he would be at the side door waiting. This time the whimpering was with a type of
hurried, now, "I have to get out now". Something was up, or something was
outside he was wanting to get to. We started to think someone might be around
our house. He was waiting at the front door. I have not seen him do this before,
and called him to the side door where he ran straight to try and get out the front.
So out the front he went, and my partner and I followed, telling the kids to stay
inside (buddy woke everyone)....we thought there might be a person near the
house....
We watched him frantically searching, sniffing, racing to the nature strips, whilst
we searched and couldn't find anyone....in that moment two dogs raced around
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the corner towards us and ran straight past! And thats when I look around and
upwards.
As I turned and looked, there was two objects in the sky, big light balls in the sky,
bigger and brighter than the stars shining, moving in different directions of each
other, and then coming back to each other...moving. And yelled out to my partner
and pointed "look!" We saw Two balls/spears of light. One red, one blue, both
changing colour as they glided in the sky, green, gold, yellow, white, back to red,
back to blue, not in sequence, and both different to each other. Like different
controlled spheres. Illuminated so brightly the stars were dull in brightness in
comparison to the pure light of these spears. As we watched, these balls were
coming in close to each other, then ascending out from one another, one going
slow the other going fast, upwards, downwards, circling, short quick movements,
darting and completely still, no movement in other moments. All sorts of
movement. One particular moment, one light ball travelled straight up in a line,
starting from down near the horizon to parallel with where the moon was in the
sky in a matter of seconds. Straight up. The light spheres were not in sync with
each other yet were travelling as a partnership. The lights changing to pure
incredible colours as movement was made. And even when moments of being
stationary.
I ran inside to get my phone, the kids, still waiting inside, saw my urgency, they
followed me outside to be greeted by the unexplained vision before them. In awe
they looked, eyes wide and mouths open, my daughter saying she's scared and my
son trying to make sense of it, but had a huge smile on his face. With much
reassurance by me that all is ok....wonder, fascination became infectious between
us. 2 hours this continued for, whilst my phone went dead and was put on
recharge, I eventually managed to gather photos on the iPhone, trying to gather
this moment, noticing it was not bringing up the images as it was seen to us, and
taking photos in the dark, having faith that this amazingly unique night vision we
were witnessing would be captured. The quality is not sharp, I so wish I had a good
camera! There was many moments where we all gasped and it blew our minds.
The beauty of these lights moving, in what seems to be a beautiful still universe
with stars....the unbelievable purity of the brightest colours emitting from this
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lights, incredible. The spheres separated for quiet a while after the first 30 mins or
so, however we could still see one through the break in trees very close to the
horizon, near what seemed to be Queenscliffe way, but could have been over the
Ocean there, it was had to discern the distance they were at. The other sphere,
red, turning green light, then bright white, darted around and seemed to be
exploring, then stationary, then exploring a little more, then almost just dancing
around like in a little circle, then quick zig zag then to slow travel. I began to
realise, if buddy didnt send us outside, we would be asleep throughout this. There
has been no reports of sightings, nothing in paper and on any websites. It seems,
which we did look at each other in amazement, That maybe we were the only ones
whom witnessed...We wondered how no one else would see these? these were so
prominent in the sky, and if anyone was outside, you could not miss these, it was
very clear, and the green/red/blue/coloured moving objects were very noticeable.
I have a small amount of footage on video. Where the quality is not clear due to
iPhone, however you can see the (very small) bright light, when we watched with
the naked eye, it was bigger moving and changing colour in fast and amazing ways
and the object was about the size 4mm...on the footage you can see the object
and it looks about 1mm and the darting is very quick and contained, and really
need to watch the light and video over and over to go deep into this image, to
gather a snippet of what we actually saw with our eyes. It does not capture this
experience as it was, after many attempts of filming, this was the only that you
could see a little of the light. all the other footage, i was talking and explaining in
the moment what we were experiencing, however the vision was black. If there
was some way of zooming in on the image as it was playing, im sure a better
footage would be seen. This footage is on my phone.
I have a few photos, but only can put three here. I captured mostly one sphere, as
the other was off lower to the Horizon, however I do have some of both near each
other. i also have an image of it being blue, and then some position, then red.
Kind Regards
KEREN GARDNER-DYER
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22

Closed

This is most likely
to be the
International
Space Station

22/01/2013 15:12 Reservoir, Melbourne

I was star gazing as I do at night. And a star that was idle started moving across the
night sky. Very bright, travelled across the sky for about a minute and then
disappeared. I have seen many craft from my back garden over the last few years.
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(ISS)

24

Closed

Reflection or lens
flare from an
existing bright
light

31/01/2013 0:00 Nagambie, Vic, 3608

27

Closed

Insufficient data
to reach a result.

36

Closed

Inconclusive
possibly birds

5/11/2005 11:00 Donald

2 objects as clearly seen in photo. they were not in previous photo and not in
following photo either. I took about 12 photos in a row over 1 minute and objects
were only in one of the 12 photos. Objects were not seen by eye. 2nd photo i
cropped to get a better look.

35

Closed

Insufficient data
to reach a result.

19/09/1989 9:00 mitcham

on the 19/9/1989 there were some lights amiting from behind some coulds. i sat
out in grass land close to my home and waited for the coulds to move. when they
did, there were some amazing ufos sitting behind them, i feel they were more than
ufos. there shapes ment things. if you would like me to write down a full re-count
of event, please replie and i'll write down everything that happend in full. thanks
shaun

2/03/2013 0:00 Ocean Grove

I was taking photos of a stormy sky, didn't see any objects whilst taking the photos,
but when I downloaded them from my camera, a big bright light seemed to be
ascending from the ground into to the sky...(Your Report Sheet didn't allow me to
leave blank so I have estimated answers from the look of the photos) The photos
were taken only seconds apart. Our property abuts the lake, although these
photos were taken looking out west. I feel a bit silly submitting this, but cant help
wondering. Could it have been a UFO or is there some other explanation?

12:08am second sighting west over Geelong region. Seemed over land area. First
was at 9:18pm over sea. These were same as the other saucer shaped ones
although much smaller and lower to the ground. I counted 5, but was rather
cloudy and hard to tell exactly how many. I have uploaded file/s to dropbox.
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39

Closed

Insufficient data
to reach a result.

20/12/1961 3:19 Briar Hill

Although I was only aged 10, I remember it well. I was with my mother and her
mother at Moonee Ponds Melbourne, late afternoon about 4pm with a
clear/cloudless blue summer sky. We clearly agreed we were watching three discs
sailing high and quietly - with no vapour trail - from East-North-East (commencing
well east of Strathmore) to just north of us in Moonee Ponds and they disappeared
to the North-West way past Footscray. From their great height they looked like flat
pennies (round and bronze and from our perspective about the size of a penny).
They were flying silently and considerably faster than planes of the time.
Noticeably they were flying in perfect formation with no sound or vapour trail and
there was one slightly in front of the other two side by side (the combination
making a V).
From the time we saw them from the north-eastern horizon and fly out of sight to
the west-south-west, they took abouth 4-6minutes and kept the same height and
perfect 'V' formation. They weren't particularly fast, but a twin prop-jet passenger
plane of the day would have taken about 2-3 times as long to cross the same
horizon/distance. The Essendon airport was well to the north of the line of travel
and they were far too high to be from a nearby airfield or to be landing near one.
I've never witnessed one, let alone three such perfectly round, flat, flying discs. I'm
still dumbfounded: unable to comprehend what they may have been or where
they came from.
appeared suddenly, travelled slowly toward moorabbin airport then blinked out
instantly

40

Closed

19/03/2013 20:32 mordialloc

41

Closed

Light aircraft on
final approach for
landing
Insufficient data
to reach a result.

20/01/1998 19:29 Magpie

Broad daylight, wingless and rotorless aircraft hovering above farmland ahead of
me, about 250ft elevation, sun shining off it on North side, as it was 11.50am,
focussed my attention and as I got closer (within 2km), it instantly disappeared.

42

Closed

Appears to be
time lapse
photography

15/03/2013 20:20 Brookvale

I did not see the ufo's until several days later when I was viewing some photos I
had taken.
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44

Closed

Lens refraction,
distorted optics

26/03/2013 7:18 Hawthorn East

I thought that it was a large, bright star, I ran in to get my camera and I took some
photos. Then it suddenly disappeared. I then went inside and put the digital
images on my computer and was surprised at how it looked. I expected only to see
bright light, but there is definitely a jagged sphere with light aura around it.

45

Closed

Insufficient data
to reach a result.

1/11/2010 17:10 Langwarrin

I was travelling in my car with 2 young children in peak hour on the Frankston
Freeway heading towards Frankston. It was glarry so i put my sunglasses on, thats
when I saw it in the sky. It wasn't visible without my glasses. It was irridescent 3
cones side by side the middle largest, all shimmered in silvers, blues, purples with
tails, and glided horizontally, very fast towards the bay, it was an awesome sight.
But I was a little stirred by it as I knew something had to be inside piloting this
thing that I had witnessed. I wondered how many others had seen it as it was
peak hour travelling over the freeway through light clouds and sunny blue sky.

46

Closed

Aircraft

8/05/2013 4:55 Noble Park

Spotted something strange as I was having a smoke this morning, it was a very
clear night and was looking at the stars and as I was doing so I saw a pin point of
light appear as if a star had just somehow appeared out of nowhere, as I continued
to look the light was basically flashing every couple of seconds and the light
seemed to be like a star with a strobing effect but very much brighter than a star
like a distant torch occasionally aiming the torch at you but it was in a very
controlled manner every 2 seconds for about 20 seconds , every time it flashed on
it had moved across the sky but it travelled in a â€œCâ€• shape with the â€œCâ€•
laying on its back horizontally across the sky, if you had your arm outstretched it
had only moved about 15 cm in your field of view, I got my iPhone out to check
which way I was facing and according to that I was facing about 10 degrees north,
it seemed to be very far away and high in the sky at least 60 degrees.
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47

Closed

Most likely to be
a satellite

13/05/2013 18:00 mooroolbark

was six thirty at night clear sky stars were clearly vissable with lots out was looking
at the stars when i noticed the biggest one caught my eye as it was moving it
crossed the sky at a steady pace and was as high as the stars then i watched it get
smaller it turned a redish colour and vanished out of sight

51

Closed

Most likely the
star Canopus

25/06/2013 19:20 Bunbartha

I spend a lot of time watching the night sky and neither myself or my partner have
ever seen something such as this. It was not a star a plane or planet and after
getting very good photos and video of the object I am perplexed as to what it
could be. it hovered but also irratically moved up and down and moved large
distances in a minimal amount of time. viewed a storey on Win news about an
older man who witnessed and photographed something similar 12hrs after my first
sighting some 200km away. The object was also visible the following night. I used
multi shot action on my camera and the object changes colour very quickly and
when zoomed in on, it has no definable edges

52

Closed

Most likely the
star Canopus

25/06/2013 19:20 bunbartha

my partner and I spend a lot of time viewing the night sky and neither of us have
seen something such as this. my eye was drawn to a brighter than venus star like
object that seemed to be flashing purple, red, green, yellow, blue and would 'bob'
up and down. it was stationary so I grabbed my camera with 42x zoom. I was able
to get multi shots over a second plus a video. after zooming in on the item we
were even more perplexed by what we were watching. it has no definable edges
and not a 'mass'. the item started to move and everytime we went back outside to
look for it, it was in a different part of the sky. still either hovering or 'bobbing'
sharply. I saw a storey on Win news and 12hrs after our first sighting a man
200+km away saw the same thing and also got pictures not unlike mine, just not as
clear. It was present again last night but in a different part of the sky (south west)
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57

Closed

Circles created by
vehicle, possibly a
street sweeper

59

Closed

Insufficient data
to reach a result.

62

Closed

This is most likely
to be the
International
Space Station
(ISS)

5/07/2013 11:30 Richmond

15/07/2013 15:10 Hampton Park

17/08/2013 8:40 Rowville

Last Friday morning i went to check the mail and noticed many circular shapes in
random places all over the road out the front of my house. There must have been
over 30 and ranged over a distance of maybe 25 meters. My house was in the
middle of this 25 meters. These circles seemed to be joined in rows, however were
not straight. They looked perhaps like the marks landing pads would make if a ship
landed slowly while loving forwards (eventually resting on these pads, making the
marks). On seeing these i felt a chill run though me straight away and looked
around for someone to comment on these marks with but found the whole road
empty. This was strange as i live on a normally very busy street, and this was
around 11am on a regular business day. I inspected the circles for a moment but
felt something odd was happening or had happened and felt i should get off the
street. On getting back inside i remembered the night before my cat acting very
strange. He bit me (for the first time ever), was scowling, and rolling around on the
floor flipping from side to side, then docile, then would flip out again. Very strange.
Anyway, i believe that whatever happened outside my house last night either
effected my, or my cat's psyche or mind. I have not seen the rings again. On a side
note however, i have noticed that each night there are 4 spotlights roaming the
sky (i think coming from Rod Laver Arena, or possibly Doclands) If asked,
Melbourne city council would say that it is a promotion for a concert or something
like that, but i think they might be deterrents for any more UFO ships that might
be in our area.
It was about 3.10 3.15 driving with 15 yr old son we both witnessed it was to the
west of Aldis . A few years ago we saw this before. It like silver flashing extremely
bright object moving quickly unable to photograph
Was in backyard and looked up in time to see object cross the sky. Duration aprox
2 1/2 seconds. Time: 8.40pm. From my vantage point object was in front of the
constellation of Scorpio heading toward Melbourne city from Rowville. Object
appeared to be in the shape of (looked like) a power pole with double cross bars
with 4 lights on each extremity. Appeared as if re-entering from another
space/time parallel? Disappeared as quick as it appeared.
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66

Closed

Insufficient data
to reach a result.

2/09/2013 5:45 Mount Clear

unidentified object spotted heading in south easterly direction. Bright appearance
obscured in its own cloud-ball (haze) in a clear sky. Too high and travelling too fast
for a plane. and defiantly was not a satellite, as for i could see others in the area
this morning.
I have faint footage taken on the iPhone.

68

Closed

8/09/2013 9:04 Footscray

When I took the photo the object and its aura were not there. As far as I was
concerned I was photographing a sea/skyscape.

69

Closed

Reflection or lens
flare from an
existing bright
light
Celestial Body,
most likely a star

70

Closed

Most likely to be
a satellite

28/09/2013 0:55 Canadian

Object was fast, travelling from North to south exactly. Slow flashing lights not like
an airplane..NO SOUND. Est 14-18 kms away...est 5-8 kms up.....

73

Closed

Most likely to be
a satellite

2/11/2013 9:30 PRAHRAN

Was on holiday at Gunbower Victoria aprox 25 minutes north from Echuca was in a
Hot Tub with a friend the sky was brilliant and we were taking the time to star gaze
we had seen some shooting stars and satellites already. We both saw a large orb,
very bright moving from South-West to North East across the sky. At first we
thought it was a plane and then the spotlight on a helicopter but as it got closer it
didn't change shape and remained a constant bright round orb it flew reasonably
close but there was no noise from the object as it passed over and there were not
running lights or blinking lights as you might get from a plane or regular object.
The object was moving at high speed compared to other planes that we saw that
night.

22/09/2013 19:30 MOOROOLBARK

THE OBJECT WAS GLOWING AND SPARKLING LIKE AN OVERSIZED STAR BUT WAS
STATIONARY. IT WAS NOT A HELICOPTER. IT WAS WAS FAR SOUTH EAST FROM
WHERE I WAS. I LIVE IN MOOROOLBARK, 38KM NORTH EAST FROM MELBOURNE.
IT APPEARED TOWARDS STH EAST BUT WAS VERY VISABLE. I STAYED WATCHING IT
FOR 5 MIN. THEN WENT INSIDE AND TOLD MY WIFE. WHEN I CAME OUT 2 HOURS
LATER, IT WAS GONE.
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74

Closed

Most likely the
star Canopus

10/11/2013 22:30 mentone

The object hardly moved, was like a star but a little bit bigger. It was emitting light
, but light changed the color (pulsating) ..blue, red and very light yellow . I watched
the object for about an hour...Maybe moved a little bit but I'm not sure. The object
didn't disappear (I went to bed). I do not think it was the star (they do not change
color as far as I know). Would like to know what it was (not sure if space station or
satelites can emit any lights of that power). I watched from Mentone toward
Frankston (south/south east). I filmed 1-2 minute on my mobile
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Closed

13/11/2013 11:30 mordialloc

78

Closed

Insufficient data
to reach a result.
Insufficient data
to reach a result.

multiple small bright lights moving at incredible speeds,seemed to enter and exit
heavy clouds.
I had been researching ufo's on the internet and had bought a camera that day to
go skywatching i was hungry and i thought to go buy dinner but i was thinking to
take the camera but i left it when i started the car i started driving back out the
driveway when i almost goto to the end a big ship appeared infront of my eyes it
was no more than 250 feet from me. At first i though it was a plane becasue it was
moving slow but upon it stopping in mid air i realised it was way close to me than a
plane could be and it apparently was a little hard to focus on any way i thought to
go grab the camera and as i looked at the ship i notice windows on it and i decided
i should not then i started having a very intense thought as i sat there after about
ten seconds of thought i thought to drive off. Later i saw something that was a bit
closer to my neighbors house i was dark by now and the thing i saw was black it
reminded me of a video on youtube with a police officer that said he saw a flying
witch. I didnt know what to make of it but it did take me by suprise and i always
feel a little chilled by it whenever i think of it. Sorry i donthave any photos of the
event.

27/11/2010 20:30 Melbourne
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83

Closed

6/12/2013 21:00 Narre Warren south

86

Closed

Insufficient data
to reach a result.

31/01/2013 23:00 Melbourne

87

Closed

Insufficient data
to reach a result.

12/01/2014 16:30 East Doncaster

Object had an orange glow with no identifiable navigation lights and was moving
very slowly below cloud cover from East toward me in a westerly direction.After a
few minutes slowly moved off to a North Easterly direction gaining altitude and
slowly disappeared into cloud.There was no flashing,just a constant orange glow.

5 or 6 golden lights far up in the sky, at first seemed to be bright stars but very
quickly realized they were all moving, changing directions crossing into eachother.
a few dissapeared but 3 stayed for a long time. i was in the car at the time pulled
over on the side belgrave hallam rd. i watched for a few minutes then got into the
car turned onto monash fwy and when i looked back up i could not find them
again.
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92

Closed

Lack of witness
support,
insufficient
information

20/02/2014 13:28 Brunswick

Yesterday afternoon as I as sitting in my office in Brunswick on the first floor when
my boss noticed something out the window facing south towards Brunswick
West/Essendon area. It was a few kilometres away, low in the sky below the
clouds. But it was still, not moving at all. At first we all got excited and went over
to the window trying to identify what it was.
It was a slender silver or highly reflective object with a slight bulge in the middle.
At first I thought it was a shiny smallish aeroplane (since Essendon Fields is not far
away) but the fact it was not moving and did not have a fuselage I began to realise
what I was seeing.
I could not for the life of me tell you what this thing was, but it was a wide, slim
craft of some kind. I went to grab my phone and realising I would have to zoom in
quite a bit to capture it I looked up towards the UFO and it was gone. I turned to
my co-worker and asked where did it go? She replied that she didn't know, it just
faded away.
Crazy.

93

Closed

94

Closed

96

Closed

Most likely to be
a satellite
Most likely to be
a satellite
Appears to be
time lapse
photography

5/03/2014 1:33 Bendigo
10/03/2014 22:30 Parkdale
10/03/2014 4:22 Edithvale

A glowing orb not man mad flew across the sky at high speeds in a diagonal path,
was glowing and un predictable
Former state and federal police officer. Former Army reservist. Aviation buff.
it was 4:22 am i went out and saw a giant star then it started making weird
squiggly lines.
there are more pictures.
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99

Closed

Reflection or lens
flare from an
existing bright
light

101

Closed

116

Closed

Celestial Body,
most likely a
meteorite
This is most likely
to be the
International
Space Station
(ISS)

117

Closed

118

Closed

Celestial Body,
undefined
Inconclusive
possibly birds

8/09/2013 16:39 Indian Ocean

15/04/2014 23:50 Cheltenham

Taken by Samsung Galaxy SII mobile phone camera while on a cruise in the Indian
Ocean, NorthWest of Perth WA. UFO, globe surrounded by pinky light, was taken
first immediately before UFO 2, white object in water. I didn't see the objects to
photograph them, they just appeared in the photo.
UFO 2 could be a phone camera fault.
Light green vapour trail but not tapering off.

6/09/2014 16:20 Brunswick

My partner saw it as well. It was a bright floating round object towards West of
Brunswick, VIC. It was moving in a circular floating motion and emitted bright
white light like a bright star. Then we were watching it for about a minute or two
then it suddenly disappeared as if it was sucked by the sky. No clouds were nearby
and the moon is up in bright day light towards East of Brunswick.

6/09/2014 19:00 melbourne, elsternwick

circle of white lights, maybe 5 or 6 large very dim white lights in a circle moving as
one
On Monday 29/09/14 at about noon we were travelling on Great Ocean Road
(possibly somewhere between Lorne and Apollo Bay) when we stopped to admire
the view. My daughter (11) took some pics with her iphone4.
Not sure what this is - could be a bird? I was also looking at the view but in the
other direction and didn't notice this but it came up on her photo. Could be
nothing - just thought I'd seek opinion. Thanks :-)

29/09/2014 0:00 Glen Waverley

